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 All darbuka-nut’s presets are based on real recordings of famous darabukas. darbuka-nut is the only instrument out there that
let’s you play a darabuka the way it should be played. darbuka-nut is unique in that it has a 2-layer UI, one for input parameters
and the other for sound playback, both on the same panel. These features help to let you easily adjust values on the fly, and to
switch between input and output audio tracks. darbuka-nut has two purposes: first to make you more aware of your playing,

second to help you get to an advanced level of playing. darbuka-nut can be used to help learn frets, chords and the timing of the
strings. Features 1. One of the best sounding open source darbuka’s out there! Darbuka-nut has the best-sounding open source
darbuka plugin available. darbuka-nut offers presets that have a wide range of top end as well as detailed and natural sounding

lower midrange. The high quality presets cover a wide range of playing styles. 2. Two Layer UI Every parameter can be
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controlled using the 2 layer UI. If you want to see and control the audio signal, all you have to do is move the cursor over the
corresponding parameter. This way you can adjust any parameter from a minimum to a maximum. 3. PC & Mac Versions The
DAW Version for Windows and the AudioUnit Version for Mac are coming soon. darbuka-nut is being developed on Windows
platform but will be a native Mac version too. The darbuka-nut build is already available for Windows users. You can download
it from the Soundslice website: 4. 2GB Offline Presets We created darbuka-nut for people that need to practice at the piano in
the comfort of their own home. We got a lot of requests for more presets and here is the solution for that. You can download
darbuka-nut and it’s 2GB offline presets for both the darbuka-nut and the darbuka-nut-guys builds. 5. Support of VSTi & AU
plugins We support both VST & AU formats. You can also get the full version of darbuka-nut from the Soundslice website
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